
OUR JUNE FAVOURITES.  
A look into the most popular segments of our party 
packages that have parents booking year after year! These 
are activities that the kids love, and should be at the forefront 
of your mind when deciding which Party Girl Party Package 
you would like!  

PARTY GIRL FACEPAINT 

Whether it is simple and fun flower cheek art or a full-
blown full-face tiger, face paint is always a hit! Our Party 
Girl’s are experts and fantastic at thinking on their feet. 
We don’t have reference photos for children to pick from 
which means they are free to use their imagination when 
choosing what they would like to transform into! We 
always get a wide range of requests and do our very 
best to accommodate to every request! We have had 
some very obscure requests over the years from a lemur, garbage truck, old man 
to a pack of smarties and the poop emoji we have done it all and love getting 
creative with designs!  

PARTY GIRL PASS THE PARCEL  

Pass the parcel is a game that everyone can 
join in on! Doesn’t matter the age, anyone 
can play, from 1yr old’s sitting on mum’s lap 
to 14-year-old brothers and sisters. It is 
especially funny coaching the littler ones 
that they have to KEEP passing until the 
music stops. Then when they figure this out, 
ever so slowly pass to the next person just 
hoping for the music to stop on them. This 
game is great as well because every child 
leaves with a prize! Meaning no one is left out and everyone leaves feeling like a 
winner! 

  



PARTY GIRL BUBBLE GAMES  

Bubbles are a hit with any age! We bring big bubble 
wands to every party, and they are always a winner. 
They are especially great with a rowdier group as it 
focuses their attention on chasing the bubbles and 
uses up all of that birthday cake made energy!! The 
bubble pop game is especially great for outdoors. 
Kids join in as a bubble maker or popper, and it is a 
race to see which team will win. I mean who doesn’t 
love bubbles? 

PARTY GIRL PARACHUTE FUN  

Our parachutes are also very popular with party 
guests! Our parachutes are super versatile and 
can be used for a range of different games as 
well as a matt to sit on if the ground happens to 
be a bit soggy the day of your party! These 
games we play with the parachute encourage the 
kids to use their imagination as well as 
strengthening their hand eye coordination and 
listening skills! We play a game that involves 
keeping our “Boat” (beanbag) on the “ocean” (parachute) while making both calm 
waves and crazy storm waves! This is especially popular with kids, we could play 
this for hours!  

PARTY GIRL BALLOON SCULTPING  

Balloon sculpting is another hit when it comes to party 
activities! It is something kids definitely don’t see 
everyday and so when they do it is a pretty big deal. We 
love the smiles we get from the perfect sausage dog or 
sword balloon. The birthday girl or boy is also sometimes 
lucky enough to receive a balloon bouquet at the end of 
the booking which is super special.  

 

 



BONUS!! 
PARTY GIRL GET GLITZ’D  

Well, it is in the name! Glitter… how could this not be a 
favourite? Glitter is our first language here at The Party 
Girl and this passion rubs off super quickly on all of our 
participants!! Get Glitz’d parties are perfect for a pamper 
session or dance party, festival theme, super duper 
sparkly superheroes or glitzy glam fairy party the 
options are endless!! And if you’ve got an even bigger 
idea we can look at customizing a party package to suit 
you perfectly. 

 

 

PARTY GIRL COSTUMED/ THEMED PARTIES 

Our Party Girl costumes are great fun also! We have a 
pretty big range from princesses, mermaids and fairies to 
superheroes and pirates and everything in between 
(rainbows and unicorns) there is something for everyone! 
A favourite part of this job is seeing the little eyes light up 
when their very own magical birthday fairy or super-
duper birthday hero walks through the front door ready 
to celebrate their special day! We get lots of questions 
when in costume, when dressed as a fairy we often get 
“Well did you fly here”? And of course, the answer is yes! We are in character for 
the entire party creating a magical experience for the birthday girl or boy that they 
won’t forget! 


